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Abstract
Objective—Behavioral inhibition (BI) has been associated with increased risk for developing
social anxiety disorder (SAD); however, the degree of risk associated with BI has yet to be
systematically examined and quantified. The goal of the present study was to quantify the
association between childhood BI and risk for developing SAD.
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Method—A comprehensive literature search was conducted to identify studies that assessed both
BI and SAD. Meta-analyses were performed to estimate the odds ratio (OR) of the association
between BI and SAD in children.
Results—Seven studies met inclusion criteria. BI was associated with a greater than sevenfold
increase in risk for developing SAD (odds ratio = 7.59, p < .00002). This association remained
significant even after considering study differences in temperament assessment, control group,
parental risk, age at temperament assessment, and age at anxiety diagnosis.
Conclusions—Identifying early developmental risk factors is critical for preventing psychiatric
illness. Given that 15% of all children show extreme BI, and that almost half of these inhibited
children will eventually develop SAD, we propose that BI is one of the largest single risk factors
for developing SAD.
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Anxiety disorders are the most common class of psychiatric disorders, with more than one in
four American adults affected by an anxiety disorder at some point in their lifetime1 and
approximately one in three adolescents affected by the age of 18 years.2 Of the anxiety
disorders, specific phobias and social anxiety disorder (SAD; social phobia) are the most
common, with adolescent lifetime prevalence rates of 22.1% and 9.1%, respectively.2
Unlike triggers for specific phobias, which can be easy to avoid, social situations are
ubiquitous and inherently difficult to avoid, which makes the burden associated with social
anxiety especially great. SAD has a median onset during adolescence,1 and is defined as a
marked and persistent fear of one or more social or performance situations in which the
person is exposed to unfamiliar individuals, or to possible scrutiny by others. Individuals
with SAD experience intense distress and anxiety when exposed to feared situations, and
especially when anticipating the feared situation.3
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Children and adolescents with SAD experience significant distress and functional
impairment at school and with peers4 and are at risk for a variety of subsequent problems.5
Adults with SAD are more likely to experience the following: lower education attainment,6,7
lower wages,7 unemployment,8 and fewer or poorer quality of relationships with family,
romantic partners, and friends.9 SAD is also frequently comorbid with other psychiatric and
physical health disorders. In all, 70% of adults with SAD will eventually develop a
comorbid psychiatric disorder,10 such as major depression or substance abuse,11 and adults
with SAD are at increased risk for attempting suicide.12 Individuals with SAD often fail to
seek treatment,13 resulting in a long duration of suffering. Given the early onset and and
long course of SAD, it is critical to identify risk factors that precede the development of
SAD, so that individuals with these risk factors can be targeted in prevention and early
intervention efforts.
One of the most clearly established developmental risk factors for SAD is behavioral
inhibition (BI). BI is the chronic tendency to respond to novel persons, places, and objects
with wariness or avoidant behaviors.14 BI is a heritable trait15 that emerges early in life.14
An estimated 15% to 20% of young children are born with extreme BI. Although BI was
initially identified in toddlers,16 the trait is also evident during late childhood,16
adolescence,17 and adulthood.18
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The characteristics of BI are well defined: behaviorally inhibited children are typically shy,
fearful, and cautious.16,19 Relative to uninhibited children, inhibited children have increased
physiological signs of arousal at rest, including a higher and more stable heart rate,
increased pupil dilation, and higher cortisol levels20 (reviewed by Fox et al.19).
Temperament-based differences in brain profiles have been reported, including differences
in electroencephalography (EEG) asymmetry,21 functional differences in amygdala response
to faces,22-27 and structural differences in the ventral prefrontal cortex.28 Interestingly, SAD
is also characterized by high and stable heart rate29 and amygdala hyperresponsivity,30-32
pointing to possible shared biological underpinnings.
Several prospective studies have demonstrated that behaviorally inhibited children are at
substantially increased risk for developing SAD during childhood and adolescence (e.g.,
Schwartz et al.33); however, the effect sizes have been variable across studies. In addition,
because statistical significance does not necessarily imply clinical significance, it is
important to quantify the size of the association between BI and SAD, to determine how
prevention efforts may affect clinical outcomes. To date, the degree of risk that BI confers
for SAD has yet to be systematically examined and quantified.
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To quantify the association between BI and risk for developing SAD in children, we
conducted a meta-analytic study. We hypothesized that childhood BI would be associated
with significantly increased risk for SAD later in childhood or during adolescence.

METHOD
Systematic Literature Review and Study Selection
A comprehensive and systematic literature search was conducted to identify longitudinal
studies of children with BI that also included an assessment of social anxiety. Studies were
identified by searching multiple search engines (PubMed and PsycINFO). We used the
following search terms: (behavioral inhibition, behavioural inhibition, or inhibited
temperament) and (social anxiety or social phobia) and (longitudinal, prospective, or followup). In addition, references from each study and from review articles were examined to find
additional studies.
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Studies were included in the analysis if they met the following inclusion criteria:
longitudinal study; measured BI; and measured social anxiety symptoms. Of the 85 studies
reviewed, 12 studies met inclusion criteria. However, because some studies reported on
multiple samples, the 12 studies represented 8 independent longitudinal cohorts. To ensure
independence, we included only one study from each longitudinal cohort. Because rates of
SAD increase with age,34 we selected the latest age group from each cohort to provide
sufficient opportunity to observe the outcome of interest; the final sample included seven
studies. Six of the seven studies reported on independent cohorts; however, one study33
combined two samples. Studies were excluded for the following reasons: review article or
nonempirical study (n = 25); not a human sample (n = 1); not longitudinal (n = 12); did not
report on BI (n = 5); did not report on social anxiety (n = 21); no control group (n = 4); BI
not assessed during early childhood (n = 2); and duplicate report on a longitudinal sample (n
= 8).
Study Variables
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The following information was extracted from each study: recruitment method;
temperament classification method; age(s) at temperament classification; social anxiety
evaluation method; age at SAD evaluation; recruited for parental psychopathology (yes/no);
percentage of male subjects; percentage of Caucasian subjects; number of subjects in each
temperament group; and number of subjects within each temperament group with a SAD
diagnosis. One study included the correlation between level of BI and social anxiety
symptoms; for this study, the correlation between BI and social anxiety symptoms was
extracted. Sample characteristics are provided in Table 1,33,35-41 and details about
recruitment, BI assessment, and SAD assessment are provided in Table 2.33,35-40
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Temperament Classification—Most of the studies measured BI at a single time point in
early childhood: Three studies33,35,38 classified BI using a behavioral assessment; three
studies36-39,40 used maternal report of temperament; and one study37 used a composite
measure of behavioral assessment, child self-report, maternal report, and teacher report of
temperament. Several studies assessed temperament at multiple time points; when possible,
we used the earliest temperament assessment (baseline) to categorize subjects. Two
studies36,37 assessed temperament at multiple time points and computed a composite
temperament score that was used to categorize subjects as chronically inhibited or
noninhibited. Behavioral assessment of inhibition is often considered to be the gold standard
because it provides an objective measure of behavior. Although parent report often
corresponds quite well with behavioral assessment39,42 and may provide a more
comprehensive perspective on the child’s behavior, the possibility of reporter bias exists.
Therefore, we also examined risk separately for the studies that categorized children based
on a behavioral assessment of inhibition.
Control Group—Five studies defined the control group as noninhibited children, i.e.,
those without extreme BI,35-38,40 and two studies33,39 defined controls as children who were
extremely behaviorally uninhibited. Although both methods have merit, interpretation of
risk differs based on the control group; that is, estimates of risk may be higher in comparison
to the extremely uninhibited group. We included both types of control group in the analysis;
however, we also examined risk separately for the studies that included a noninhibited
control group.
Recruited for Parental Psychopathology—Five studies36,37,39,40 recruited children of
parents from the general population and two studies35,38 specifically recruited children of
parents with a psychiatric disorder. Because studies which specifically recruited the children
of parents with psychiatric disorders may artificially inflate estimates of risk, we also
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performed a separate risk estimate for children of parents recruited from the general
population.
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Age at Assessment—Initial assessments of BI were made between 14 months and 7
years of age. For studies with repeated assessments of BI, the final assessments were made
between 7 and 14.5 years of age. Across the studies, SAD was assessed between 6 and 15
years of age. The interval between the most recent BI assessment and the age at SAD
assessment also varied, ranging from 0 years (in studies that made the final BI assessment
concurrently with the anxiety diagnosis) to 12 years. We examined the potential moderator
effects of each of these variables.
Statistical Analysis
Meta-analytic methods were used to derive a weighted average of risk for SAD in
behaviorally inhibited children relative to controls. Effect sizes were calculated as odds
ratios (OR), the differential odds for anxiety diagnosis between the two temperament
groups. The single correlation was converted to an odds ratio. A random effects analysis was
performed using the Comprehensive Meta Analysis, Version 2.2.057 software package
(Biostat, Englewood, NJ).
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To examine the impact of each of the study variables on the effect size estimates, we
performed additional analyses. Given the number of studies included in the meta-analysis,
we were concerned about having statistical power to detect significant effects of the study
variables based on a direct comparison of two groups of studies. Instead, for each study
variable, we computed the OR for a subsample of studies selected based on the most
conservative approach (e.g., only studies with a general control group). For the continuous
variables, we performed meta-regressions. Meta-regression is a method used to examine the
impact of potential moderator variables on study effect size using regression-based
techniques. We performed the analysis using the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis software
(unrestricted ML method).
Finally, we used three complementary methods to test for possible publication bias: “failsafe” number of studies, funnel plot, and Egger test.43

RESULTS
Risk for Social Anxiety Disorder
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To quantify the association between BI and SAD, we computed a weighted average of the
ORs across all studies (Figure 1).33,35-40 Behaviorally inhibited children had significantly
increased the odds of developing SAD (OR = 7.59; 95% confidence interval [CI] = 3.03–
19.00; z = 4.33; p = .00002). In all, 43% of BI children (107 of 246) met criteria for SAD,
compared with 12% of noninhibited children (57 of 446). To assess the contribution of each
study to the overall effect size, we also computed the OR after removing one study at a time.
Regardless of which study was removed, BI children still had significantly increased odds of
developing SAD (Figure S1, available online).
To determine the potential impact of the categorical study variables, we performed metaanalyses on subsamples of the studies defined by the presence/absence of each study
variable. BI was still associated with increased risk for SAD within each subsample:
behavioral assessment of inhibition (OR = 3.41; CI = 1.95–5.94; z = 4.32; p = .00002);
noninhibited control group (OR = 6.42; CI = 2.05–20.10; z = 3.20; p = .002); and not
recruited for parental psychopathology (OR = 10.52; CI = 3.96–27.95; z = 4.72; p = .
000002). For the continuous study variables, we performed meta-regressions. The ORs
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representing the relationship between BI and SAD were not related to age at BI assessment
(slope = 0.00; CI = −0.21–0.21; z = 0.009; p = .99) or age at anxiety assessment (slope =
−0.16; CI = −0.38–0.05; z = −1.50; p = .14). However, the interval between assessment of
BI and SAD was negatively correlated with the rate of SAD (slope = −0.16; CI = −0.32–
−0.002; z = −1.99; p = .05).
Three methods were used to assess for publication bias. The “fail-safe” number was 164,
reflecting that 164 unpublished studies with a null effect would be needed to reduce the
current significant findings to a negligible level. Also, there was no evidence for systematic
heterogeneity based on the funnel plot (Figure S2, available online) or Egger test (B0 =
−0.54; CI = −7.09–6.02; one-tailed p = .42). Thus, all three metrics suggest that the study
results are not likely to be the result of publication bias.

DISCUSSION
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Behavioral inhibition (BI) was associated with a significantly increased risk for developing
social anxiety disorder (SAD). Based on the primary study analysis, risk was increased
sevenfold for BI children, and even with the most conservative estimate, risk was increased
more than threefold. Given that 15% to 20% of children are born with extreme BI,16 and that
more than 40% of behaviorally inhibited children will eventually develop SAD, we propose
that childhood BI is a principal predictor of SAD.
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A key question is whether BI is the childhood manifestation of SAD. Questions about
distinctions between BI (and related concepts, such as shyness) and SAD are a source of
debate.44-48 BI and SAD share multiple common features, including behavioral
characteristics, biological characteristics, and prevalence rates. For example, social
inhibition is a central dimension of SAD49 and is a major component in the assessment of
BI. Both BI and SAD are characterized by high and stable heart rate29,50,51 and amygdala
hyperresponsivity.26,27,30-32 Prevalence rates of SAD in adolescence (~11%) are very
similar to the 15% estimate of extreme BI in the population and within samples, and the
degree of BI and social anxiety symptom severity are highly correlated.18,52 However, not
all BI children develop SAD. In the present study, 43% of the behaviorally inhibited
children developed SAD, similar to a study of 2,200 individuals,53 which found that 48% of
highly shy (>90th percentile) young adults had SAD, compared with 18% of normatively
shy (40th–60th percentile) young adults. These findings suggest multifinality—the principle
that the same development starting point (e.g., extreme BI) can have divergent
developmental pathways. SAD may be distinguished from BI by social-evaluative concerns
and functional impairment, which are part of SAD but not BI. Thus, we propose that
childhood BI forms a core component of later SAD, but that SAD also includes other
components that may arise later in development, such as social-evaluative concerns and lack
of coping skills, which contribute to functional impairment.
Although most studies included in this meta-analysis classified BI as an extreme
temperament category, there is debate about whether BI should be conceptualized as a
category or a continuum.54 Kagan and colleagues have used a categorical approach based on
an early finding suggesting that a categorical approach represented the data better than a
continuum,20 which was later confirmed by an empirical test of the data structure.55
However, longitudinal studies that used continuous measures of BI and social anxiety,
including that of Muris et al.,40 have demonstrated that parent report of childhood BI
significantly predicted degree of social anxiety symptoms both at 1 year (r = 0.71) and 2
years (r = 0.72) later. The similarity in findings suggests that both categorical and
continuous (dimensional) approaches can be used to measure the relationship between
childhood BI and later social anxiety. As such, we propose that an “and” approach to
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categories and continua may be more fruitful than the current debate of category “or”
continuum.
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Multiple factors, such as assessment method, control group, time between assessments, and
parental psychopathology, may have contributed to the overall estimate of risk for SAD. We
examined the possible effects of each of these factors by performing analyses within each
subgroup. BI was still associated with SAD in each of the subgroup analyses, although, as
expected, the ORs were somewhat reduced for the analyses restricted to behavioral
assessment of inhibition or noninhibited control group analyses. The age variables, namely,
age at BI assessment and age at anxiety assessment, also had negligible impacts on study
effect sizes. In contrast, the time between assessment of BI and SAD was associated with
effect size, with shorter time periods associated with larger effect sizes. This finding mostly
reflects two large studies with 2-year measurement intervals and large effect sizes.
Importantly, the studies with the longest intervals between assessments of BI and SAD still
show a significant association. For parental psychopathology, effect sizes were similar
between the studies that specifically recruited children based on parental psychopathology
compared with those that did not. However, it is important to note that parental rates of
psychopathology are typically elevated for behaviorally inhibited children,56 consistent with
the strong genetic contribution to both BI and SAD. Therefore, it is likely that parents
recruited from the general population also had some psychopathology. Although it is not
possible to examine relative contributions of early BI and parental psychopathology in this
meta-analysis, the study by Hudson et al. found that BI and parental psychopathology had an
additive effect on later SAD.39 Future studies should examine the contributions of BI and
parental psychopathology to SAD to understand the unique risk associated with each, as this
could have important implications for prevention and treatment.
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The present study had several limitations. First, the meta-analysis was based on a small
number of studies, which may affect the reliability or precision of the estimated odds ratios;
however, the odds ratio remained fairly stable across multiple additional analyses,
suggesting that the estimate is reliable. Second, the study samples had little racial or ethnic
variability, limiting the generalizability of this study to Caucasian populations. Third, the
rate of SAD in the control group was slightly greater than the 9% lifetime rate seen in
adolescents (National Comorbidity Survey Replication—Adolescent Supplement [NCS-A]
study2); however, there was considerable variance across studies, suggesting effects of
demographic and other study variables on the rate. Fourth, only SAD was examined. It will
be important for future studies to examine specificity of risk, particularly for other anxiety
disorders and depression. Finally, unpublished data were not included. Although the
inclusion of null findings from unpublished datasets might reduce the estimates of risk, the
fail-safe estimate suggests that the risk would still be significant.
In conclusion, identifying childhood risk factors is critical for preventing psychiatric illness.
We propose that BI is one of the strongest and most readily identifiable developmental
markers of risk for SAD, given that BI is evident early in development, is relatively stable
over time, and is easily observable during childhood. Prevention efforts can both reduce the
prevalence of anxiety disorders and reduce the risk of developing comorbid disorders such
as depression and substance dependence. Preliminary evidence for the promise of prevention
comes from a recent study by Rapee et al.,57 who demonstrated that a brief protocol
targeting behaviors in parents of inhibited preschool children significantly reduced anxiety
symptoms and diagnoses, but not BI, 3 years later. Therefore, significant resources should
be devoted toward the development of brief and accessible temperament screening tools and
toward the development of public health prevention efforts so as to preempt the
development of SAD in behaviorally inhibited children.
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FIGURE 1.

Childhood behavioral inhibition (BI) is associated with significantly increased risk for
developing social anxiety disorder (SAD). Note: For each study, the odds ratio (OR), lower
and upper 95% confidence intervals, z statistic, and p value are presented. The overall metaanalyses values are presented at the bottom, and the effect sizes for each study and the
overall analysis are presented in the forest plot at the far right.
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Parents completed the Behavioral Inhibition Instrument (BII); a
matched sample of BI children and control children were solicited
from the overall sample. Children were considered inhibited if their
score on the Behavioral Inhibition Scale (BIS) part of the BII was 22

Behavioral inhibition was based on maternal report on the Approach
subscale of the Short Temperament Scale for Children. Children
scoring 1 standard deviation above or below the normative mean on
the Approach subscale were classified as inhibited or uninhibited,
respectively. These categories corresponded well (74%) to categories
based on a behavioral assessment of responses to novel persons and
stimuli, and statistical findings were similar.

Temperament was based on behavioral responses to unfamiliar toys
and adults in a laboratory setting. Categorization of inhibited was
based on meeting two or more of the following: bottom 20% on
vocalizations/comments/smiles; global rating of behavioral inhibition,
or top 20% on a composite score based on principal factor analysis of
all assessed behaviors. Children who did not meet one of the criteria
for behavioral inhibition were classified as noninhibited.

Longitudinal Inhibition: Category based on sum of scores (1 = lowest
25%, 2 = middle 50%, 3 = highest 25%) at grades 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9.
Scores at each age were based on a principal components analysis of
mother and teacher reports on the social inhibition subscale of the
MacArthur Health and Behavior Questionnaire and child report on the
social subscale of the Berkeley Puppet Interview. Final categories
summarizing longitudinal inhibition were chronic low, low-middle,
middle, middle-high, and chronic high inhibition.

Early Inhibition: A composite score was calculated based on principal
components analysis of ratings (5-point scale) of global shyness,
initiative with tasks, exploration of unfamiliar objects, and social
engagement during a home visit.

A composite score of maternal report of behavioral inhibition was
calculated based a latent class analysis of the Social Fearfulness
subscale of the Toddler Behavior Assessment Questionnaire (ages 14
months and 2 years) and the Shyness/Sociability subscale of the
Colorado Children’s Temperament Inventory (ages 4 and 7 years).

Children were categorized as inhibited or not inhibited based on
behavior with unfamiliar adults and during cognitive tasks. Inhibited
children had longer latencies to interact with adults, were more likely
to stop playing when the unfamiliar adult was present, and vocalized
less during cognitive tasks.
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Cohort 1: Behavioral inhibition was based on reactions to multiple
moderately unfamiliar events were rated. Inhibited toddlers had 9 or
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Cohort 2: Behavioral inhibition was based on reactions to unfamiliar
peers, adults, and events. Children were classified based on time spent
proximal to the mother, latency to approach novel toys or persons. To
be rated as inhibited or uninhibited, the child had to meet one criterion
for time spent proximal to the mother and two of five criteria for
latency to approach novel stimuli.

Cohort 2: Children were recruited
from a volunteer subject from a
larger group of 175 children at 31
months of age.

Adolescents were interviewed using
several modules adapted from the
Diagnostic Interview Schedule for
Children

symptoms were assessed using the
social anxiety disorder subscale.
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behavioral inhibition on the inhibition categories.
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